
K 2100 Power Unit    

- A wide range of attachments are available 
including: sweeper, weedbrush, snow plough, gritter, 
weed burner and many more to suit every job.

- The two cylinder Honda engine allows 
the K2100 to be quieter w ith less 
vibrat ion than our less powerful units.

- Our top of the range K-Line model. It features a 270cc Honda 
engine, hydraulic transmission to the wheels - ideal for 
councils and SMEs due to its  increased power.

- Benefits from our 70M 
attachment system and a 
high flow 14lt/ min pump



K 2100 Power Unit £5100
The Kersten K 2100 provides a professional medium weight 
hydraulic two wheel power unit. The versatile self-propelled 
machine features the Kersten Quick-Attach70M system that allows 
the various implements to be changed in seconds without the use 
of tools. The K 2100 further advances the quest for high operator 
comfort with low noise <82dB and vibration levels 1.6m/ s2. 

A 9hp Honda GX270 270cc engine and Kersten's own hydraulic 
transmission system keeps maintenance to a minimum and 
reliability to a maximum. This is the perfect site maintenance 
machine for councils and SMEs requiring a reliable and hard 
working professional level power unit.

300kg axle load - W 75cm - L 140cm H 120cm - Adjustable 
handlebars with 3 settings - weight 120kg - 14l/ min hydraulic 
pump - max angle 15 degrees.
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ATTACHMENTS

SWEEPER
EFKM 10037H-KU70 Sweeper £1950

90cm Sweeping attachment for Debris and  detritus removal on 
hard surfaces - height adjustment on castor wheels and spindles - 
70 mm quick connection system -spiral pattern 5 row brush  - 
angling left and right - side driven by hydraulic motor.

The 5 row spiral sweeper has been thoughtfully designed for 
heavy duty sweeping of debris and soils with less effort.  It is fully 
adjustable in height and angle, for coping with different surfaces 
such as artificial grass and block paving.

100 510 037 Spare Brush £365

GUSPL 100 Brush Guard £185
The brush guard keeps debris close to the brush and prevents 
dust or spray being blown back at the operator.

SSB 100 K  Col lector Box £625
The Poly Ethylene collector box is robust and durable.  The carry 
handles make it easy to empty and the castors allow it to follow 
the contours with the brush, giving a more consistent finish.

SSB 100K-KR Fil t rat ion Box £750
The light weight steel sports collector allows the brush to collect 
detritus and litter on artificial surfaces, while allowing the sand or 
rubber infill to fall back into the surface, making artificial pitch 
maintenance simple. 

ASH 403237 Gul ly Brush £950
The Gully brush sweeps debris away from edges into the path of 
the main brush for collection.  This allows the sweeper to achieve 
a crisp finish along kerb edges and walls for real kerb appeal.

105 425 400 Spare Brush £95
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FOLDING PRESENTATION BRUSH
KRB 250 KU 70 Folding Brush £2220

250cm Presentation Brush for lifting the nap on artificial surfaces - 
height adjustment on castor wheels and spindles - 70 mm quick 
connection system -folding brushes  - container for weights - 
support stand.

The folding Presentation brush is designed for easy access into 
tennis courts and other sports surfaces that require frequent 
maintenance after heavy footfall.  The brush redistributes the 
surface infill and stands up the pile to create an even playing 
surface and promote good drainage.

100 510 080 Spare brush £99
3 spare brushes are required for a set.

SULK- SWH Sulkey Seat £950
Trailed seat towed behind the power unit

WEEDBRUSH
WKB-H-K70 Weedbrush £1950

40cm Weedbrush attachment for moss and weed removal on hard 
surfaces - 8 replaceable versa brush sections - height adjustment 
on castor wheel and spindle - 35 mm quick connection system - 
12kg weight to apply pressure - angling left and right - 5 
forward/ aft settings.

The Kersten weedbrush is ideal for removing moss and also much 
hardier weeds on all sorts of hard surfaces, including block paving, 
tarmac and concrete.  The precise adjustment allows it to get 
between gaps and crevasses in the surface..

700 000 135 Spare brushes £9.95
8 spare brushes are required for a set.

RECIPROCATING KNIFE MOWER
DOME 090 H-K70 Knife Mower £1695

90cm Reciprocating knife mower for grass conservation - 70 mm 
quick connection system -hydraulic drive  - balancing weights - 2 
adjustable skids - ESM Blades. .

The Reciprocating blades  are designed to cut the grass cleanly 
near the base of the plant.  The grass then falls backwards over 
the blade and the stem of the plant is left intact.  This makes the 
knife mower ideal in conservation areas of for cutting grass used 
for animal feed or bedding.
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BROADCAST SPREADER
SLDST 70H-K 70 Spreader £2150

70 litre broadcast spreader for winter maintenance and all season 
spreading - spread width adjustment 0.5m - 4.0m - 35 mm quick 
connection system -simple flow regulation  - damp material auger 
- support stand.

The Broadcast spreader is built for handling tough salt and winter 
conditions, but it is also precise enough for all season application 
of sand on artificial pitches or block paving.  The damp material 
auger is great for most common salt and sand types.

ADP-SLDST Hopper Cover £120
Keeps the material dry.

SNOW PLOUGH
SCHN100FK-MS-KU 70 100cm Snowplough £925

100cm Snow Plough attachment for snow clearance on paths and car 
parks - replaceable Urethane edge - height adjustment on mushroom 
skids - 70 mm quick connection system - 12kg weight to apply 
pressure - angling left and right - 45cm blade height.

The Kersten snowplough is great for clearing access paths or parking 
bays, so that your business can continue as usual despite the snow.  
additional accessories such as the wheel weights and snow chains 
add traction, making the job much easier.

SCHN125FK-MS-KU 70 125cm Snowplough £975

800 105 106 Spare Blade £45

RGW 400X8 Wheel Weights £320

SCHNK 400X8 Snow Chains £85

THERMAL WEED REMOVER
TWB 100K HOAF thermHIT100K           £6350

HOAF is a market leader in the fi eld of ecological vegetation 
control in public places and in agriculture. Thanks to years of 
experience with burner technology and the wide range of 
products,

The Hoaf Infra Plus System uses infrared radiation in combination 
with hot air.

By exposing the unwanted vegetation to this process, the proteins 
in the weeds congeal and the moisture cells burst open at about 
70°C. As a result the vegetation starts wilting and dies.



info@kerstenuk.com - www.kerstenuk.com - 0118 9869 253

WHEEL OPTIONS
4.00 - 8 BL Turf Prof ile Tyres £Inc

4.00 - 8 AS Field Prof ile Tyres £50

In Lieu of 4.00 - 8 BL Turf Tyres

16 x 6.50 - 8 BL Turf Prof ile Tyres £250

In Lieu of 4.00 - 8 BL Turf Tyres

16 x 6.50 - 8 AS Field Prof ile Tyres £300

In Lieu of 4.00 - 8 BL Turf Tyres

CYLINDER MOWER
CM976 MULTIH-K70 Cyl inder Mower           £2795

Cylinder lawn mowers give the best finish to all lawns. They give 
the traditional stripped effect and cut the grass very cleanly 
without ripping it.

A good cylinder lawn mower is the best type of lawn mower that 
you can buy to cut your lawn as a rotary can't compete.

A good analogy is that a cylinder lawn mower is like having your 
hair cut at a hairdressers and a rotary mower is like having it 
clipped using a home barber kit.

RECIPROCATING BRUSH
RPB100 Reciprocat ing Brush           £2950

Need to maintain hockey, rugby, football, multi-use games areas, 
tennis courts, MUGA or athletic tracks? Then Kersten have a great 
range of solutions for you.

Various products are used to fill the grass 'carpet' including sand, 
rubber or water to provide stability for the grass and a soft 
landing. The synthetic surface, whether dynamic or engineered in 
structure and performance, can become unsafe, uneven and 
even unusable if not swept or maintained properly with the 
correct machinery.

It is important to remove organic debris from the surface to 
prevent the material rotting, breaking down and impeding the 
drainage properties of the surface. 
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